
Exercise-1.1 

Q.1: Which of the following are sets. Explain your answer. 

(a). The collection of all day in a week which have the first letter S. 

Answer: 

In a year we can easily identify all the days in a week which starts with the letter 

S. So it will form a clearly defined collection of objects.

Hence, the given collection can be a set. 

(b). The collection of ten most famous singers of India. 

Answer: 

If we talk about the most famous singers then it is not a well-defined collection, 

because there are different parameters to be famous. So, it does not fall in this 

category. 

Hence, the given collection cannot be a set. 

(c). A group of best football strikers of the world. 

Answer: 

A group of best football strikers cannot be determined because each individual 

have different point of view to identify the best football strikers. So it does not form 

a well-defined collection. 

Hence, this group is not a set. 

(d). The collection of all girls in your school. 

Answer: 

The collection of all girls in your school can easily be identified as this category is 

clearly defined. 

Hence, the given collection can be a set. 

(e). The collection of all odd numbers below 50. 

Answer: 

The collection of all odd numbers below 50 can be identified by calculating, so it 

forms a well-defined collection. 

Hence, the given collection can be a set. 

(f). A collection of poems written by the poet Shakespeare. 

Answer: 
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1.,; = me ser or sIUaems wno IIKe cncKeI 

And, T = the set of students who like tennis 

Given: 

n(C)=35,n(CuT) =70,n(CnT) =15

n(T) =? 

As we know that n ( C U T) 

70 = 35 + n(T) - 15 

70 = 20 + n(T) 

n(T) = 50 

n(C) + n(T)-n(CnT) 

Therefore, there are 50 students who like to play tennis. 

Now, (T-C) U (T n C) = T 

Also, (T-C) n (T n C) = 0 

Therefore, n(T) = n(T - C) + n (T n C) 

50 = n(T - C) + 15 

n(T - C) = 50 - 15 

n(T - C) = 35

Therefore, there are 35 students who play only tennis. 

Q.8: In a committee, 60 people speak French, 30 speak Spanish and 20 

speak both Spanish and French. How many speak at least one of these two 

languages? 

Answer: 

Let us assume that: 

F = the set of people who speaks French 

And, S = the set of people who speaks Spanish 

Given: 

n(F) = 60, n(S) = 30, n (F n S) = 20

n (Fu S) =? 

As we know that n ( S U F) 

n( F u S) = 30 + 60 - 20 

n(F u S) = 70 

n( S) + n( F) - n ( S n F) 

Therefore, there are 70 people who can speak at least one of the two 

languages. 
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